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) . IjiLroduction 
In introducing his definitive work on recursion theory, 
Hmji?r» n<K)7f pp. 101 remarks: 
"... our emphasis will be extensional , in that we 
shrill be more concerned with objects named (functions) 
l.hrin with objects serving as names (algorithms) 
Computer scientists are interested in algorithms; their 
nxisLencc, expression, relative efficiency, comprehensibility, 
.iccur.icy, -md structure. Many computer scientists are more 
i til (jruaLuci in algorithms themselves, rather than what is computed 
by Uu:in. in the sequel will emphasize and exploit the inten-
sion.U .-ispects of recursion theory. Our intention is to substan-
li.'ite iho claim th."»t the formalisms and techniques of recursive 
I unci ion thoory can be applied to obtain results of interest in 
«;omptiit;r sciuncc. In what follows we will present results which 
yiv-tcl insights into the nature of recursive programming tech-
nii-jin':;, complexity of programs, and the inductive inference of 
progi.'uns given examples of their intended input-output behavior. 
Th<- ror-iults presented below are from the field of intensional 
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recursion theory i n tha t they ma ke asse r t ions concer n i n<j .11 go -
rithms and their proofs use the recursion theoretic .technique:; oi 
di agonal ization and recursion. Furthermore, in iiumy i nst.ui <:«•::, 
these techniques are applied i ntens ional ly in that they .ire u:;wl 
to specify an algorithm which manipulates other 0 1 go r i thm:: :;yn • 
tactically without necessarily any knowledge of the I unction 
specified by the manipulated algorithms. We include proofs only 
to illustrate the intensionality of their techniques. 
Next we introduce the basic concepts and notation oi. recui -
sive function theory from the perspective of a computer scien-
tist. We start with the selection of a programming language with 
which to express algorithms. Hence, program is synonymous wiLh 
algorithm. The only constraints we will place on our selection 
are that the language chosen be "powerful" enough to express .my 
algorithm and that its syntax be unambiguous so that we m,iy 
(algorithmically) determine of any string of symbols whether or 
not that string constitutes a well formed program. Any program-
ming language satisfying the above constraints will suffice. 
Examples of such include PASCAL, ALGOL, FORTRAN and Lhc language 
of Turing Machines. For convenience we will use the langu/ige ol 
the UNIX operating system [Ritchie and Thompson 1978| as our pro-
gramming language. Suppose that a lexicographically ordered i 
of strings of symbols of the programmi ng language lias been given. 
Let pr^ denote the first syntactically well formed program in tlus 
list, and pr^, the second, and prj the third,... . livery p.i 11 i a 1 
recursive function is computed by at 1 east one of Lhe prog r finis 
pr.. & will denote the function of one integral a rg uiuen I. 
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computed by program pr^. In the sequel we will freely exploit 
UK' correspondence between the natural numbers, N, and our list 
<>[ synlactically well formed programs by abbreviating "pr." as 
"i". The list ... is called a programming system 
I M,u;hley arirj Young 1978]. Integers serve not only as names for 
tunc t. ions but also as the domain of the data on which the func-
tions operate. The basic entity of manipulation in the UNIX 
operating system is a file. Files may contain either programs or 
cJ.Urj. Hence, files in UNIX are analogous to integers in a pro-
gramming system. We will occasionally exploit an implicit one-
lu-mio correspondence between natural numbers and file names when 
<J i H U I I S S i ng UNIX as a programming system in the technical sense. 
For example, when considering the application of some to more 
than one argument we will implicitly use the operation of file 
concatenation to combine the argument list into a single, file. 
The r i I «.• system of UNIX is derived from that of an older system, 
<: T'jr, I Co r ba to et. al. 1965] see [Wilkes 1972]. We will have 
occasion to exploit features unique to the language of UNIX in 
I.ho discussions below. 
The programming system developed in the previous paragraph 
was generated algor i thinically. Explicit in the above is an algo-
rithm which given any natural number i, returns a complete 
ikrsc r i pi. i on of the i1"̂ 1 well formed program. Such an algorithm is 
easily transformed into one which, on inputs i and x, generates 
program i and then simulates program i's behavior on input x, 
i.e. computes ^^(x). Explicit in the language of UNIX is a shell 
command wh i ch takes two files as input, i nterpreted as a prog ram 
~ A -
file and a da ta file, and s imul ates the prog rani on the given d.-i tn 
[Bourne 19781 . Hence, an enumeration or universal ui.iehlnu 
theorem holds in the programming system <C 0 . > . More formally, 
there is a program u such that for any i and x, ( i , x )=?{.{ x) . 
No te tha t prog rain u interprets its datum i as a prog ram. 
The ability to effectively compose programs is another 
interesting and natural property of the programming system 
Clearly there is an algorithm which given inputs i and j outputs 
a program, called c(i,j), which on any input x, just .simulates 
program j on input x, and then simulates program i on the result, 
i.e. computes tf^fij . In the programming language used an 
example here one, rather elegantly, pipes the output of program } 
into the input of program i. Storing the commands to pipe tin; 
output of j into i constitutes the creation of the program 
referred to above as c(i,j). A program to compute the function c 
merely takes its inputs i and j and creates a file containing "j 
pipe i". Formally, there is a function c such that for all i, j 
and x, fi . . (x) . . (x) ) . Note that any program which eom-c 11 » j ) 1 J 
putes the function c above, interprets its two inputs as programs 
and then manipulates those programs as data to produce a third 
program. 
Since the prog ramming system satisfies the enuinc- r a t i on 
and compos i t ion theorems it is acceptable [ Ma elite y and Young 
1978]. Furthermore/ each acceptable programming system satisfies 
the s-m-n theorem [Hamlet 1974, 8.3]. Hence, the progr ammIng 
system <0,> is, more traditionally, an indexing, a Godel number-
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i n'j, or an acceptable numbering of all and only the partial 
riTursivc functions [Roge rs 19 581 • 
Tlu* prog rammi ng system . > was developed in a very natural 
manner. As previously noted, any such natural programming system 
lias certain properties. In fact, even the most haphazardly 
designed computing systems actually in use today share these pro-
pi- t t. ins wi th the most elegant of the existing and imagined com-
pnilng systems. Two features inherent in any acceptable program-
ming system are the capability to interpret a datum as a program 
and the capability to manipulate a program as data. The ambi-
guity of the representation of program and data is a fundamental 
feature of nearly all modern day computing systems and also is 
I he essencc of the stored program concept [Burks, Goldstine and 
von Neumann 1963]. The ability to manipulate a program as data 
ami io interpret a datum as a program in our programming system 
i s no I. merely a ramification of associating programs with natural 
numbers. Programs are associated one-to-one with natural numbers 
in l'r iedberg 1 s [1958] programming system which satisfies neither 
t he s-m-n nor the composition theorems. In the next section we 
eonL i nuc the discussion of programming techniques which are 
applicable in any acceptable programming system. 
/. Recursion 
Recursive programming techniques have become popular. Wirth 
[19711 no tes that "Recursi on ... is an impo rtant and powerful 
concept in prog r amm i ng." The word wh ich titles thi s section has 
been used to name several theorems that hold in any acceptable 
prog ramming system and wh ich embody and generalize the above men-
tioned prog ramming technique . Rogers [1967, pp. v i i i 1 m,i i nt.i i ns 
that these theorems consti tute "a fundamenta! Loo 1 in the 
theory." In this sec t ion we d i scuss the Co 1lowi rig I wo such 
theorems and thei r relationships to each other and to acceptable 
programming systems. 
Kleene Recursion Theorem. [1938] For any program i Lhere exists 
a program e, which can be found effectively from i, such tli.it for 
any x , J*e(x) = s 6 i (e,x) . 
Fixed Point Theorem. [Rogers 1967, 11.2] For any recursive func-
tion f there exists a program e, which can be found effectively 
from a program for f, such that -
Both of the above recursion theorems hold in any acceptable 
programming system. The intuitive content of these theorem:: Is 
that we may write programs using a copy of the completed program 
as an implicit parameter in any effective calculation wo choose. 
In practice, recursive programs in procedural programming 
languages almost always invoke themselves with arguments smaller 
than those of the original call. By the recursion theorems we 
may, in principle, write recursive programs which invoke them-
selves on arguments larger than those of the original ca 11; wh I i.-h 
i nvoke• effective distortions of themse] vea on a var lety o I a rgti-
me n ts; wh ich measure the i r own compi ex i ty; and wh ich perIu r m a 
myriad of trans fo rma tions on the i r own description. In pr a<;L I <:e , 
the use of recursion, as in the recursion theorems, amounIs to 
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dec i d i ng on the name of the file which will contain the code for 
ihe recursive program to be written. Then, when writing the pro-
gram, the chosen file name may be used in conjunction with shell 
and i'd 11, commands to implement any use of recursion alluded to 
•it)ovu . 
The two recursion theorems stated above are equivalent in 
any acceptable programming system. However, the proof of the 
fixed point form of the recursion theorem requires the invocation 
ol ihe universal function. Kleene's proof uses only the composi-
tion and s ^ functions: let v be a program to compute 
^x y [ rf j {s * 1 ( x , x) , y) 1 , then the desired e is given by s^(v,v). In 
i.he sequel we state and interpret several results with exten-
sional content and intensional proofs which serve to further dis-
tinguish the two stated recursion theorems. 
A programming system satisfies the padding theorem if given 
any program it is possible to effectively enumerate infinitely 
HI,my distinct programs, each of which computes the same function 
as the given program. In our programming system the padding 
iheoroin follows from the composition theorem: pad any program by 
composing it with a program for the identity function. Riccardi 
I I OHO 1 has shown that any programming system which satisfies the 
enumeration, padding, and Kleene recursion theorems is accept-
able. His proof exploits the one-to-oneness of the algorithm 
which produces the appropriate self referential program. A pro-
giamm i ng sys tem which satisfies the enumeration, padd ing, the 
fixed point theorems but which is not acceptable is constructed 
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in Machtey, Winklmann and Young [1978]. The fixed point. I unction 
exhibi ted in the i r proo f is also one-to-one . Roye r (private com -
munication) has constructed an unacceptable programming system 
which satisfies the enumeration, padding, and non one-to-one 
Kleene recursion theorems. Hence, the Kleene recursion theorem , 
with an enumeration theorem, is distinctly more potent than i he 
fixed point theorem in the absence of effective composition, i.e. 
wi thout the capabi1i ty to mani pulate prog rams as da ta. 
The fixed point recursion is more powerful than the Kleene 
recursion in. the presence of a composition theorem and Lhe 
absence of an enumeration theorem. Any programming system satis-
fying the composition theorem also satisfies the Kleene recursion 
theorem. The following theorem, obtained in collaboration wlUi 
Machtey (private communication), is a sharpening, in tin; effec-
tiveness of the exhibited composition function, of a result ot 
Riccardi [1980] which generalizes, from sub recursive to accept-
able programming systems, a result noticed by Alton (197GJ and 
Kozen [1978] . 
Theorem. There is a prog ramming sys tem sati s fyi ng the effective 
composition theorem but not the effect ive fixed point theoteiu. 
Furthermore, a program for the composition function can be effec-
tively located in the programming system. 
Proof: Suppose p is a program in the acceptable prog ramm1ng sys-
tem for the function , y [ 4 (x , y)+2 ] . Let <ir̂ > be the r.e. 
sequence of funct ions g iven by: 
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"/U = V 
li) n/Ji + 1 = Either NvxfOl, ,\x[ll, or ,\x[2l, 
whichever differs from both n.. and 41 4i+2 
iii) n4i + 2 = ffj°ffkr w ^ e r e * pairing of j and k; 
iv) = Either ^x[0], ^x[l], or ,\x[2], 
whichever differs from both a n d ff4i + 4 
Uy i) <Hj> is a programming system. Furthermore, w^ is its com-
position function. The constant p can easily be found, by our 
judicious choice of initial programming system, from some simple 
pairing and coding programs. The function ^X[x+1] has no fixed 
poinl. {by ii) and iv) ) . Furthermore, using p, a few other simple 
programs, and an algorithm of [Machtey, Winklmann and Young 
1 7R1 , it is also possible to effectively locate a program for 
s' in the programming system <ir^>. 
• [ ] 
We interpret the above theorem as indicating the strength of 
the fixed point recursion theorem over the Kleene recursion 
theorem in computational realms witnessing the ability to manipu-
late programs as data but not the ability to interpret data as a 
pr og ram. 
We conclude this section with a brief discussion of multiple 
recursion theorems. Smullyan [1961] proved a double analogue of 
the fixed point theorem for r.e. relations. Ricpardi [1980] 
proved that the double analogue of the Kleene recursion theorem 
for partial recursive functions with the enumeration theorem 
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impl ies the s-m-n theorem . Hence , acceptable prog ramin i mj sys terns 
can also be charac ter i zed as programming systems with enumeration 
and double Kleene recursion theorems. Case 11971] .proved .m 
infinitary analogue of the Kleene recursion theo rem wh ich we 
state below and use in subsequent sections. 
Theorem [Case 1974] . Suppose 0 is an effective operator [Rogers 
1967, 9.8]. Then one can effectively find a recursive one-to-one 
monotone increasing function p such that for all I and x, 
tfp(i) (x)=G(p) (i ,x) . 
Intuitively, the operator recursion theorem allows one to con-
struct a sequence of programs, p(0) , p(l), cach of which c.-in 
use its own index within p and descriptions of other programs in 
the range of p as implicit additional parameters. 
_3. Complexity 
In this section we present two recursion theorem arguments 
establishing facts concerning the complexity of computations. 
Abstract complexity theory is a well studied area, for an intro-
duction see Hartmanis and Hopcroft [1971], or Brainerd and 
Landweber [1974], or Machtey and Young [1978]. In the sequel we 
need only an acceptable programming system and the following 
definition due to Blum [1967]. 
A list of functions is a complexi ty measure for the accept-
able programming system <(Zf̂ > iff 
a) for any program i, domain = domain (tfj) and 
b) the set [(i, x, y)l$^(x) = y] is recursive. 
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Intuitively (x) may be thought of as the cunning time (or 
the amount of any computational resource used in the execution) 
of program i on input x. The first result, which generalizes a 
result of [Blum 1967], asserts that there are arbitrarily expen-
sive algorithms to compute any function. 
T!i.'i.9r.*-J22 fMcCreight 1969] . For any program i and any recursive 
function h there is a program e which computes pf. and for all x, 
• t,(x)>h(x) . 
i'roo[: By implicit use of the recursion theorem there exists 
(ef fectivoly in i and a program for h) a program e such that 
if $e(x)>h(x); 
o therwise. 
[•'or any x, if $e(*);< h(x), then 0e(x) is undefined, a contradic-
tion. Hence, fS&= gŜ  , and bounds h. 
U 
The use of recursion above is intensional. Program e uses 
self referencing only to compare its complexity with the given 
function h. Next we present a version of the speed-up theorem 
us i ng an a pplica t ion of a double analog ue of the opera tor recur-
sion theorem. The proof we present was suggested by Case [19??] 
and bears a very strong resemblance to a proof of the same 
theorem due to Young [1973]. The use of recursion below is simi-
larly intensional. The application of recursion is more 
(x) 
(x) = I 
1 I 
Iunde f i ned , 
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compiicated since the self reference involves prog rams In an r .e. 
sequence re fer r i ng to o the r prog rams in the same sequence. The 
proof below, as noted by Case, can be extended to prool the 
opera tor speed-up theorem of Meyer and Fi sche r [ 197 2| . 
Theorem [B1urn 1967]. For any recursive function h, which is 
monotone nondecreasi ng in the second argument, there exist:; <i 
recursive function f such that for any program i, if then 
there exists (uniformly and effectively in i) a program j such 
that = f and h (x ^ ( x ) ) ( x ) , for almost all x. 
Proof: Suppose that h is a recursive function of two arguments, 
monotone nondecreasing in the second one. By implicit use of a 
double analogue of the operator recursion theorem we construct 
below two r.e. sequences of programs P ( 0 f 0 ) * p(o,l)' p(l,())' """ 
and t(0), t(l), t(2), ... . The master program, t(0), computes 
the function which we will later name £. For i>(), program t(i) 
computes a finite variant of • F o r each i and every y pro-
gram p(i,y) computes a patched version of Program L(i) Is 
faster than program t(j), for j<i, because t(i) checks fewer pro-
grams for cancellation at each stage of the construction below. 
For a suitably chosen y, the patching program p(i,y) compensates 
for t(i)'s lack of consideration and computes l'1 Hie con-
struction below, D- denotes the set of ordered pairs in some 
fixed but unspecified canonical listing of all such sets of 
ordered pairs. By convention, DQ is the empty set. The max of. 




if x is in domain D ; 
y 
^ t ( i + l ) ' otherwise. 
:;ta(je ^n Lhe construction of « 
It .ill pri.'vious stages converged set. 
l+max{tf^(x) | n£i<x and i was not 
cancelled at a previous stage and 
(x)<max{h(x,$p(i (x))| y<x}}; 
divergent otherwise. 
Then, If the computation of converged, cancel all the 
previously uncancelled i for which jzf̂ (x) was included in the max 
above. 
Knd StiK^e x. 
We proceod to establish the totality of the functions 
computed by the programs in the range of t. Immediately from the 
above construction wo have that whenever n>x. Note 
thai for any i, ^ p ^ 0j total implies tfp^ yj total for any y. 
Ik-no;, Cor any n<x, in order to have rf (x) defined it suffices u i n) 
H " V ° *P(x-l,0) ( X )' *p(x-2,0) ( x ) a n d $ P(n,0) ( x } a 1 1 
del ined and jzSt^{0), ... , and defined. 
Ilenc, i t suffices to have { y ) (x) , ^t(x-l) ' " ' ' ' 
(in 1) ( x ) ; *t(n> ( 0 ) ' ^t(n) ( 1 ) a n d *t(n) ( x _ 1 ) a 1 1 d e f i n e d -
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Proceeding inductively, assume that ^.ntjzJ^^^ {x'J | is total 
for all x'<x. We need to show that _,>(x) 
L ^ U J I. ( X 1 J 
all defined. By the argument of the previous paragraph, (x) i ( x j 
be ing def ined is sufficient fo r f& . (x) to be de £ i ned . Ko i t. ̂  x x j 
fi ̂  , -.i(x) to be defined it suffices to have both tf ,nnl t(x-2) t ( x) 
^ t {x 1) o n argument x. Hence, ^x' * s l5y 
similar arguments, ^t{x-3)' *'*' ^t(O) a r e convergent on 
argument x. Hence, Jv[n [pĴ  ^ (x) ] is total, completing the prool 
that all the programs in the range of t compute total functions. 
Let . Suppose jS^f . Observe that fŜ  ( ̂  } ( x) - t ( x) , 
for all x greater than or equal to the least s such that Lor all 
j<i+l, if j is ever cancelled by program t(0) then j is cancelled 
by t(0) before stage s. Choose y such that { (z L ̂  ^ (•/.) ) I 
z<s}. Then 0p(i (y) = f- I f 4 j ( x ) < h ( x . j (x)) for any x>i then 
^t{0) an(^ ^i differ. 
f l 
Note that recursion is used by prog rams t(i) in the above 
proof to interrogate the complexity of programs simulating Liu: 
programs enumera ted by t. The inter rog at ion of complex i t. y is an 
in tens ional use of recursion. Using recursion for the pur poises 
of simulation is an extensional application. Despite the exten-
sional techniques used in the above proof, the above result is 
unquestionably from the field of intensional recursion theory as 
i t asser ts tha t there are functions for which there is no besi 
prog ram. 
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4 . L nductlve Inference 
In this section we survey some results concerning the induc-
tive Inference of programs given examples of their intended 
input-output behavior. The recursion theoretic approach to • the 
problem of inductive inference, as formalized by L. and M; Blum 
11 *J7rj»l , constitutes a continuation of three distinct lines of 
research. Many of the fundamental definitions and concepts are 
taken from Gold's work [1967] in grammatical inference tBi.ennann 
ami Feldman 1972] . Inductive inference can be viewed as a prob-
lem of synthesising Turing machines. Barzdin initiated an inves-
tigation of the synthesis of automata [Trakhtenbrot and Barzdin 
197')) . Pli i losophers of science, most notably Carnap [Schilpp 
HIM!, have investigated the process by which an empirical scien-
tist examines some experimental data and conjectures an hy-
pothesis intended to explain the data and to predict the outcome 
o (" future experiments. Philosophical implications of the recent 
recursion theoretic work on inductive inference, including a 
mechanistic repudiation of the principle expounded by Popper 
[ l9C>fl) that every scientific explanation ought to be refutable, 
can be found in [Case and Smith 1978], the source of much of the 
material presented below. 
An i nduc t i ve inference mach ine {abbreviated: IIM) is an al-
gorithmic device with no £ priori bounds on how much time or 
HI i.-mo r y resource it sha 11 use , wh ich takes as its input the g raph 
of a function from N into N an ordered pair at a time (in any 
order), and which from time to time, as it's receiving its input. 
- 16 -
outputs computer programs. 
We wi11 introduce several notions of wha t it means lor an 
IIM to succeed at eventually f ind i ng an expi ana t i on for a func-
tion. The first is essentially from [Gold 19671, bul sec also 
[Blum and Blum 1975] . We say M identifies a recursive Junc-
tion f (written: f is in EX(M)) iff M, when fed the graph ol 1 In 
any order, outputs over time but finitely many computer programs 
the last of which computes (or explains) f. No restriction is 
made that we should be able to algorithmical1y determine when 
(if ever) M on f has output its last computer program. 
An IIM M is said to be order independent iff for any func-
tion f, the corresponding sequence of programs output by M, Is 
independent of the order in which f is input. Clearly, any I1M. M 
can be effectively transformed into an IIM M' which preprocesses 
any recursive function f and feeds it to M in the order (t),i(0)), 
(l,f(l)), (2,f(2)), ... . An order independence result that, cov-
ers the case of partial functions appears in [Blum ami Hium 
1975]. In what follows we shall suppose without loss of general-
ity that all IIMs are order independent. 
We define the class of sets of functions EX = { Ji I (there 
exists an IIM M)[ S is included in EX(M)l). EX is the collection 
of all sets S of recursive functions such that some IIM l-:x Iden-
tifies every function in S. For example, Gold [1967) showed that 
{f|f is primitive recursive} is in EX. As noted in [Blum .md 
Blum 1975], Gold's proof can be easily modified to show that any 
recursively enumerable class [Rogers 1967] of recursive functions 
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is l-;x Jdentifiablc. 
Wc now motivate our first generalization of Gold's result. 
Newton 11792] in introducing his own work said, "...I now demon-
strate the frame of the System of the World." He apparently be-
lieved that he had converged on (unique?) explanations for a 
small finite class of phenomena of such general and astronomical 
scope that explanations for all other phenomena that actually oc-
cur in the real world could be obtained (perhaps with great dif-
liculty) by a suitable fleshing out of these framework explana-
tions. Newton himself was aware of a difficulty with the expla-
nation of light; namely, that light was required to have an os-
tensibly contradictory dual, wave and particle nature. We know 
from hindsight that Newtonian physics and its classical exten-
sions have some serious flaws or anomalies. Here is an example 
from optics. Classically the molecules of a medium through which 
light passes can be modeled as simple harmonic oscillators : which 
then delay re-emitting light of some frequencies more than oth-
ers. This provides a pretty good quantitative model of disper-
sion, the breaking up into colors of white light sent through a 
pr ism. Unfortunately, the classical model.of dispersion does not 
correctly predict the outcome of dispersion experiments involving 
x-rays. X-ray dispersion is, therefore, referred to as anomalous 
dispersion. The quantum mechanical explanation of dispersion 
also covers the x-ray case, but the point is that physicists will 
some times actually employ an explanation which has an anomaly in 
it, an ex pi ana t i on wh ich fa iIs to cor rectiy pred ic t the outcome 
of one experiment but which is correction all other experiments. 
- 19 -
We say M EX1" identifies a recursive function f (written: I is in 
EX''" (M) ) iff M, when fed the graph of f in any order, out. pu t s .1 
last compute r prog ram wh ich computes f except pe r haps .it. one 
anomalous input. For recursive functions f and g, "f is a sin-
gleton variant of g" is written f=*g. We analogously define tin-
class EX1 = [ S |(there exists an IIM M) f S is included In 
EX1 (M) } . 
Putnam [1963] showed that there is no general purpose tobut 
scientist in the sense that a naturally restricted subclass of liX 
does not contain all the recursive functions. Gold [1967] showed 
that no single inductive inference machine can EX identify every 
recursive function. = t'ie c ^ a s s no1-
class EX indicating that if the goal set of mechanized scientists 
is relaxed to allow a possible single anomaly in explanations, 
then, in general, they can identify strictly larger classes ot 
recursive functions than those that are error intolerant. 
There are two possible kinds of single anomalies In an ex-
planatory program. The first kind occurs when the program on 
some one input actually gives an output wh ich is inco r recI . Th i s 
kind of single anomaly eventually can be found out, refuted, ami 
pa tched. The second k i nd occurs when the prog ram on some one 111 -
put fails to give any output at all; the explanation Is incom-
plete. This latter kind of anomaly, in general, cannot be al'jo-
rithmically found out [Rogers 1967]; the explanation is not, in 
general, (algori thmically) refutable. If we define EX= * identif-
ication just as we defined EX* identification but we repi.ice "ex-
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crept, perhaps at one anomalous input" by "except at exactly one 
anomalous input" , we have that EX~* » EX. This is because ex-
actly one anomaly (of either kind) can be patched in the limit: 
patch in the correct output for input o until (if ever it is 
diwcovered that the output was already correct on input 0, then 
pa tch in the cotrcct output for input 1 unti1 ... . Eventually 
ihe pa tch will come to rest on the si ng1e anoma1y wh ich needed 
patching. it follows that the strength of EX1 identification 
ii 11:'. i come from two sources: possibly incomplete explanations and 
our Inability to test algorithmically for incompleteness. The 
proof that UX^EX* reflects this last observation. L. and M. Blum 
I )f) 7r) 1 proved that the union of two EX identifiable sets of func-
tion:; Is not necessarily EX identifiable. Their result can be 
obtained as a simple corollary of the EX and EX* separation 
r esu1L. 
The reino i nde r of th i s sec tion will cove r several more gen-
eral separation results. For any natural number n, define EXn 
identification and the class Ex"1 analogously with EX1 identifica-
1 n 
t ion and the class EX . The notation f= g means that the recur-
sive ['unction f is an n-variant recursive f the function g, e.g. 
f x I I (x)^g (x)1 has at most n members. Then, for any natural 
number n ( f ] ff ^ ̂  = n + 1 f) is a member of EX n +* but not EXn. Hence, 
the more tolerant a learning procedure is of errors (anomalies) 
in it's output the better the chances, in general, of success. 
Allowing a finite but unbounded number of anomalies in a fi-
nal explanation constitutes an inference criterion more general 
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* than any discussed above . We say M EX ident i f ies .1 r ec ur s i ve 
* 
function f {written: f is in EX (M)) iff M, when fed any enumera-
tion of the graph of f , outputs but finitely many prog r am:; , the 
last of which computes f except perhaps on finitely many 
* anomalous inputs. The class EX is defined in the usual way. L'oi 
functions f and g, "f is a finite variant of gM will be written * * 
f= g. EX identification coincides with almost evcrywhe r e _lden-
ti f ication introduced in [Blum and Blum 1975] and subident i I Ic.i-
tion in [Minicozzi 1976]. A sharpening of a result mentioned in 
* 
[Blum and Blum 1975] is that [f|jzS^0j= £] is a member of the 
* 
class EX but is not a member of the union over all natural 
numbers n of the classes EXn. 
Hence, the EX classes form a hierarchy of more and more gen-
eral inference criteria. Notice that for any n the set 
{£ I jrfj^j=nf} can be EXn identified by an IIM which, when led the 
graph of f, outputs f{0) as its only conjecture, i.e. can be KX11 
identified by an IIM which outputs a single conjecture and never 
later changes its mind. This last observation leeds to tin.- lol-
lowing definitions. a, b, c and d will denote members of (natur-
al numbers) U [*}. For any a and b we say M EX*1^ identifies I 
(written: f is in EXab(M)) iff M EX° identifies f afLer no more 
than b mind changes (no restriction when b=*) . The class KX'1̂  - [ 
S | (there exists an H] [ S is included in EXab(M)]}. observe that 
for any a EX3^ identification coincides with EXa identification 
above. By convention, any natural number is <*. Then KX'1̂ 4' 
iff a<c and b£d. Hence, learning procedures can not. , in gen-
eral, infer more accurate solutions by making more; attempt s. 
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Next wo introduce a notion of inference without convergence 
to .1 fixed explanation. We say an IIM M BC identi f ies a recur-
sive function f (written: f is in BC(M)) iff M, when fed the 
graph of: f (in any order) outputs over time an infinite sequence 
of computer programs all but finitely many of which compute f. 
The class IJC- ( S I (there is an IIM M) [ S is included in BC(M) 1 . 
The class BC is defined in the usual manner. Barzdin [1974] act-
ing on an observation of Feldman [19721 independently defined a 
notion, referred to as GN°° in the Russian literature, which 
coincides with our BC. John Steel (private communication) first 
* 
observed that EX is included in BC. That the inclusion is proper 
i s a result from [Case and Smith 1978] obtained in collaboration 
with L';o Harrington (private communication). Barzdin [1974] 
proved that EX is properly contained in BC. His proof actually 
* 
shows that h'X is properly contained in BC. However, Barzdin's 
prool makes no use of recursion theorems. 
'njj-'orem Let £ be (f| for all but finitely many x, Then 
* S is /in element oE BC but not EX . 
ltence, if we allow our learning procedures to accumulate larger 
rind larger size explanations, then they can, in general, infer 
larger classes of phenomenon. 
Ptmih Clearly R is a member of BC. Let M be given. We suppose 
without loss of generality that for all c, M(o-) is defined. It 
remains to exhibit a function f which is a member of ( S * 
-KX (M)). By implicit use of the operator recursion theorem 
(Case 107-11, we obtain a repetition free r.e. sequence of pro-
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grams p(0), p(1) , p(2) , ... such that one of these programs com-
putes such an f. We proceed to give an informal effective con-
struction of the tf . "s in successive stages s>0. p(l) is jusi 
a program for ^p^Qj which differs from p(0). denotes the 
finite initial segment of 0 ^̂  defined before stage s. For each 
i, 9f°p{i) is empty. q S = M(*5Sp(0)). 
Beg in stage s. Simultaneously execute the following Lhree sub-
stages until (if ever) either suitable x and cr are found in sub-
stage (i) or a mind change is found in substage (ii). 
(i) Dovetail a search for x and cr such that jrf ̂  ^ ̂ cr, r<mge 
(°-* S p ( 0 )) = tp(0), P(l)}# x is a member of domain (o-- 5̂' (()) ) , <»nd 
program q converges on x to a value / cr(x) . 
(ii) See if there is a t such that frfSp(o)C t"-wl,at been 
put into s o a n d Mt't") qS* (Before stage is, ^ 
is made = * s p { Q ) .) 
(iii) Make have value p(s+2) at more and more suc-
cessive arguments no t ye t in i ts doma i n. 
Cond i tion (1) . x and cr are found in substage (i) ^J^i^r d 
s+1 mind change is found in substage (ii). Set jrf p(o) = v' tfo n o 1 
s+ 1 s+ I extend *i p ( s + 2 ) any further, and set * p ( s + 3 ) = * ? ( Q ) _ 
Condition (2) . A mind change is found in substage (li) be-
fore or at the same time as suitable x and <r are found In sub-
s+1 
stage (i). Set $ p(o) = w ^ a t been put into tfp(S+2) y o 
make program p(s+2) from this point on simulate program p((1) on 
- 23 -
.ill Inputs not yet in its domain so that $ , will = ^ , p(s+2) p{0) 
and sot , ,, = 0 S + 1 p(s+3) * p(0) 
End s Lage s. 
case (1_) , Some stage s never terminates. Then by substage 
(Hi), ^p(S + 2) a ( t o t a l ) recursive function and for all but 
finitely many x, tfp(s+2)(*) = P(s+2). Set f = ^p( S + 2)• Clearly f 
g is a member of S. Program q is M's last output on input f; 
5 S 
furthermore, q never converges on any x not in domain ^p(o) ^ 
sinee, if iL did, it could not converge to both p(Q) and p(l) and 
so subsLage (i) would find suitable x and <r. It follows that 0 q
s 
Is a finite function and hence not a finite variant of f. There-
* (ore, f is a member of ( S -EX (M) ) . 
Case (2). Not Case {1). Then ^pfo) i s a < t o t a l ) recursive 
I unction and everyth i ng in its range is a program for : By 
Condition (l) p(0)'s and p(l)'s are introduced into its range and 
those compute ^p^pjf by Condition (2) p(s+2)'s are introduced 
into Its range, but then p(s+2) also computes ^p(O)* S e t ^ 
Clearly, then, f is a member of S. Suppose M on f outputs 
a last program q. Then Condition (1) holds at all but finitely 
many stages s. Hence, infinitely often, f is defined to differ 
* 
I rom yŜ . Therefore, f is a member of ( S -EX (M) ) . 
[] 
()f particular interest in the above theorem is the highly 
inlensional use of recursion in the construction of the 
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The range of p was used as the range of the 0 .^'s. Previously 
determined initial segments of ^p^Qj a r e into an IIM and i he 
resulting program is simulated. None of the programs in the 
range of p is simulated directly. In the proof of the speed up 
theorem in section 3, the calculation of tf (x) involved t lie L ( 1 ) 
simulation of ^ ^ . + ̂  , ^t(x)' o n a r <3 u m G n t x-
_5. Summary 
We presented three example applications of recursion theory 
to computer science. The first application dealt with the role 
of recursion in the infrastructure of programming techniques. 
Briefly mentioned was the use of recursion in abstract compi ex 1iy 
theory. The last application was from the relatively new aiea of 
inductive inference. 
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